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"I think there is a world market for maybe five computers."  
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Abstract 
 

The tunability of molecular self-assemblies together with the principles of supramolecular 

chemistry are the base of this thesis. In order to gain deeper insight into bigger bottom-up 

complexes like 3D metal organic frameworks (MOFs) or 2D hierarchical assemblies, we break 

down their dimensionality and complexity and monitor the on-surface self-organization behavior 

of the individual molecules.  

In chapter [[1]] we introduce first on-surface results of a newly designed 4,2':6',4''-

terpyridine. Its shape is specially designed to allow in-plane assemblies, in contrast to the 

‘standard’ chelating 2,2':6',2''-terpyridines. We present nanoporous networks for both hydrogen 

bonded and metal coordinated assemblies, investigate their change in bonding and their 

adaptability to the surface reconstruction due to changed substrate interactions.  

In chapter [[2]] we extend this study and try to answer the question how far can we scale 

up these simplified 2D investigations into the 3D world? Thereby we make use of an unique 

concept, by directly comparing the very same compounds in both cases: we compare the 2D self-

organization in vacuum environment on Au(111) and Cu(111) surfaces and the role of Cu-

adatoms with its in-solution counterparts comprising different Cu-salts and its resulting x-ray 

crystals. Beside this, due to utilization of different molecular functionalizations and external 

applied parameters, we further demonstrate the strength and tunability of such networks, and the 

influences even the smallest changes in the building block can exhibit on the large scale.  

In chapter [[3]] we present another example of growth, namely 2D hierarchical with 

propagation of chirality. We investigate the chirality transfer from a single molecule over a 

hydrogen bonded trimer to an extended supramolecular assembly upon coordination. The latter is 

comprised of a trimeric structure of cobalt coordinated trimers hold together by weaker van der 

Waals forces. In this examination we employ both, enantiopure and racemic mixtures. 
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Abbreviations and molecules 
 

0D  zero dimensional 

1D  one dimensional 

2D  two dimensional 

3D  three dimensional 

BE  binding energy 

LDOS  local density of states 

MOF  metal organic framework 

MON  metal organic network 

n  nano = 10-9  

STM  scanning tunneling microscopy 

scanning tunneling microscope 

STS  scanning tunneling spectroscopy 

tpy  terpyridine 

UHV  ultra high vacuum 

vdW  van der Waals 

XPS  x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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Molecules / Chemical compounds:         

Top view            Side view 

 

DiOH[6]Hel 2,3-dihydroxy[6]helicene  

 

 

 

4'-imidazole-4,2':6',4''-terpyridine  

 

  

  

4'-(pyrimidin-5-yl)-4,2':6',4''-terpyridine   

  

   

 

4'-(2-methylpyrimidin-5-yl)-4,2':6',4''-terpyridine  

 

 

 

4'-(2-ethylpyrimidin-5-yl)-4,2':6',4''-terpyridine  
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Introduction 
 

The process of miniaturization is unstoppable. Already it has reached all aspects of our daily lives. 

Applications seem endless, advantages obvious.1 One of the most prominent examples of this 

process are electronic devices, benefiting by becoming more compact and versatile (key word: 

ubiquitous computing), yet less power consuming, less heat producing and more powerful. 

Electronics are also for another reason a hot topic currently in the world of miniaturization: it is 

predicted that classic physical limits are going to be reached soon beyond which new technologies 

will be needed.2 Already now Moore's law3 is overtaking again, after manufacturing had been 

slightly ahead of it (please see IEEE Spectrum for more background information4-5) and with the 

current so-called 10 nm technology node chip production* the popular top-down fabrication 

approach can only be continued for the next 2-3 chipset generations (as the minimal distance is 

set at 2-3 nm, equivalent to around ten single atoms, before quantum mechanical problems will 

occur like tunneling currents6).  

As stated in a recent article from the World Economic Forum,7 we as nanoscientists might 

overcome this problem by changing the approach from top-down to bottom-up, focusing for 

example on single molecular self-assemblies. This allows for an easy way of entering the quantum 

world, since due to the well-defined interplay of guiding attractive and repulsive forces during the 

self-assembly, when repeated under same conditions, this approach allows for consistent 

manufacturing in a fast and economical way of structures consisting of single molecules or 

eventually atoms.8 

Being in the field of research, we are trying to find the perfect parameters which lead to 

stable and reproducible self-assemblies. So far, this still happens predominantly by simple 

screening experiments. In other disciplines such as pharmacy this is a common practice eg. for 

testing of drugs by using microtiter plates.9 These screening tests have been developed to such 

extend, also with the help of miniaturization, that several thousands of different targets can be 

tested in one go, and at the example of microfluidic chips with only the need of a few nL of sample 

each.10 As since also the readout is optimized and automatized, this is a perfectly acceptable 

method. For our purposes however, this is not suitable. A method is desired that allows to predict 

                                                           
* Formerly equivalent to half pitch distance between DRAM elements (Dynamic Random Access Memory). 

Nowadays name mainly used for marketing reasons.   
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the outcome of especially bigger bottom-up assemblies comprised from individual building-units 

at chosen parameters. This would allow for a preselection of the experiments to be made, and in 

a potentially future step to completely skip the “trial and error” experiments.   

Inspiration was found in biochemistry and crystallography, both regarding folding 

mechanisms of proteins: the sequence-to-structure (-to-function) paradigm.11 As mentioned 

earlier, DNA sequence readout runs at an incredible speed at present. Next step would be to derive 

the structure of a protein (eg. alpha helixes and beta sheets and their corresponding tertiary and 

quaternary structures) and in a future step the function based on the shape, all by simple readout 

of the DNA base sequence. We are chasing the same dream with molecules, to make a prediction 

from the single building blocks, employed in known, fixed parameters, to predict the self-

assembly of multi-dimensional assemblies, based on the rules of supramolecular chemistry and 

bonding geometry.  

In summary, an idea originating from biochemistry is employed for predicting chemical 

forces based on mainly physical investigation methods, exploring single molecule building blocks 

and atomic interactions. This is the true concept of Nanoscience. 

This thesis presents a first example of a direct comparison of the same compounds at the 

solid-vacuum interphase vs. in-solution. The ultimate goal is to assemble a toolkit database, 

allowing for better understanding of complex bottom-up multi-dimensional assemblies 

(dimension can also be equivalent to ‘property’). One of the ideas was for instance to ‘look’ inside 

of a 3D MOF by analyzing its 2D self-assembly, thereby simplifying the investigation by direct 

real-space access.  
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Methods 
 

The main investigation techniques used for this work can be separated in 2 groups: real-space 

structural characterization complemented by spectroscopic measurements. The first is performed 

by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), the second by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS).  

 

STM:  

Due to its process of data acquisition, scanning tunneling microscopy measurements allow for 

both, convoluted topographical and electronical depiction of the molecules on the (conductive 

metallic) sample, in real space. It makes use of the non-classical tunneling current, a current 

flowing (tunneling) through a barrier height >> than the energy of the electrons along the bias 

applied between measurement tip and sample. This tunneling regime however only lasts in a very 

small tip-sample distance (couple of Angströms), apparent by solving the Schrödinger equation. 

This exposes the exponential decay of the tunneling current vs. distance, making it very 

topography dependent. At the same time however, the local density of states (LDOS) is also 

reflected in the signal by the fact of having – at a specific energy (tunable by applied voltage bias) 

– regions where electrons can be easier extracted (or collected) than others. This accessibility of 

electrons, is dependent on material and will alter the signal strength.  

 

XPS: 

Illuminating a sample with electromagnetic radiation releases photoelectrons. The model behind 

this effect (photoelectric effect) secured Einstein the Nobel Prize in 1921. Analyzing the energy 

of those released electrons gives direct relation to the orbital (meaning the chemical element) they 

originate from, since Ebinding = Eradiation – Eelectron (Erad is known from source and Eel by detector, 

Ebind is the element specific electron extraction energy). Small changes in this binding energy 

reflect changes in the local environment of the electrons such we cannot only discriminate 

between the different elements, but we also get an idea in which state they are due to the so-called 

chemical shift. In addition to this qualitative measurement, also stoichiometry can be analyzed by 

counting the events of a specific energy hitting the detector.  
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Results 
 

This thesis is based on the following first-author publications and is provided in the 

‘cumulative’ format. The publications and manuscripts are listed below and are referred in the 

text by double square brackets: 

 

[[1]] Programmed assembly of 4,2':6',4''-terpyridine derivatives into porous, on-surface 

networks / DOI: 10.1039/C5CC04186D, Chemical Communications, 51 (2015) 

 

[[2]] The different faces of 4'-pyrimidinyl functionalized 4,2':6',4''-terpyridines: metal organic 

assemblies from solution and on Au(111) and Cu(111) surface platforms                      

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.7b12624, Journal of the American Chemical Society, 140 (2018) 

 

[[3]] Hierarchical chirality transfer of DiOH[6]Hel on the self-assembly pattern: interplay of the 

complex intermolecular bonding / T. Nijs et al. 
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Chapter [[1]] 
 

Programmed assembly of 4,2':6',4''-terpyridine derivatives into porous, on-surface networks  

DOI: 10.1039/C5CC04186D, Chemical Communications, 51 (2015) 

 

Summary: 

This research focuses on the bonding motif change of imidazole functionalized terpyridine 

molecules upon Cu-adatom addition on Au(111) surface. Two co-existent hydrogen bonded 

phases (close-packed and nanoporous) recombine into differently sized metal coordinated 

macrocycles. Chains of these macrocycles are trapped inside the herringbone surface 

reconstruction, resulting in overproportional appearance of 5 membered rings, as a compromise 

between the angle optimized 6 membered and the space optimized 4 membered ones.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contribution of T. Nijs: carried out the experimental investigation (STM, XPS), analysed and 

interpreted the data, wrote the manuscript; all with the help of F. J. Malzner. 
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Chapter [[2]] 
 

The different faces of 4'-pyrimidinyl functionalized 4,2':6',4''-terpyridines: metal organic 

assemblies from solution and on Au(111) and Cu(111) surface platforms                      

DOI: 10.1021/jacs.7b12624, Journal of the American Chemical Society, 140 (2018) 

 

Summary: 

Three almost identical pyrimidine functionalized terpyridines molecules, only differing in R = ‘H’, 

‘methyl’ or ‘ethyl’ residue, have been employed in both, on-surface and in-solution experiments 

allowing for direct comparison. On the surface of a Cu(111) substrate, we can follow up the in-

situ multi-stage metal coordination change from a 2D close-packed assembly, over 1D chains, 

quasi 0D tetramers till a 2D coordinated network, only by annealing steps. Additionally, these 

assemblies depend on the smallest changes of the residue. In contrast, the in-solution self-

assembly is mainly guided by the employed Cu-salt solution, and the way in which it links two 

neighboring molecules. Cu(II)-acetate allows for planar 2D sheet which are associated through π-

stacking of the terpyridine cores, whereas for Cu(I)-triflate, the triflate anions drive inter-sheet 

hydrogen bonding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contribution of T. Nijs: carried out the on-surface investigation (STM, XPS), analysed and 

interpreted the data, wrote the manuscript. In-solution contribution by Y. M. Klein. 
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Chapter [[3]] 
 

Hierarchical chirality transfer of DiOH[6]Helicene on the self-assembly pattern: interplay of the 

complex intermolecular bonding   

 

Summary: 

This research focuses on the in-situ multi-stage chirality transfer from single helical molecules, 

over coordinated trimer to bigger supramolecular assemblies. P- and M- DiOH[6]Helicene 

molecules were deposited in enantiopure and racemic mixtures on Ag(111) substrates. Thereby 

they arrange/sort in homo-chiral trimers, in accordance with their initial chirality. Upon 

coordination of these assemblies, bigger regular clusters of trimer-of-trimers appeared, exhibiting 

still homo-chirality specific to the single molecular orientation, even after having switched the 

bonding motif. On the other hand, this allows for easy identification of the chirality of the single 

molecule by analysis of the bigger self-assembly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contribution of T. Nijs: carried out the experimental investigation (STM, XPS), analysed and 

interpreted the data, wrote the manuscript. Synthesis part by D. Schweinfurth. 

P- 
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Hierarchical chirality transfer of DiOH[6]Hel on the 

self-assembly pattern: interplay of the complex 

intermolecular bonding 

 

T. Nijs et al. 

 

Motivation:  

• Importance of chirality. Chirality transfer from single building block on supramolecular 

assembly at low molecular coverages is known to be strongly influenced by the flexibility 

of the molecule and strength of the intermolecular bonds.1 Strong intermolecular bonding 

of functionalized helicenes at surfaces1 in general, as well as particularly hydroxyl-

functional groups reaction with transition metal adatoms are not well explored. Hierarchy 

of bonds and its influence on the assembly is not known for big chiral aromatic systems, 

as helicenes. 

• We employ enantiopure catechol dihydroxy-functionalized P & M-hexahelicene 

(diOH[6]Hel) to investigate the impact of the complex intermolecular interactions/bonds 

on a supramolecular assembly and transfer of chirality. 

 

Experimental results:  

• X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) study of the multilayer film (stoichiometry) 

evidences a proper sublimation of the molecule. Presence of the Ag(111) surface, however 

initiates a partial dehydrogenation of the molecules at sub-ML coverage, as was also 

shown in literature for carboxylic acids at Ag(111)2,3, rendering diOH[6]Hel into 

OOH[6]Hel.  The final molecular assembly is expected to be hydrogen-bonded. 

• Adding of Co adatoms renders the initial 2 peaks of O1s into 1 peak with a chemical shift 

in O1s XPS signal of 2.5 eV with respect to the multilayer film, indicating a full 

dehydrogenation of hydroxyl-groups and formation of coordination complex with Co, 

Co(OO[6]Hel)3. 

• Switch of the bonding motif from H-bonding to metal coordination switches the self-

assembly. 

• Self-assembly on Au(111) was difficult to detect by scanning tunneling microscope (STM) 

due to its instability – provides however useful information. 

 

 
Figure 1 Synthesis part by David Schweinfurth. 
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We probe the chemical state of the on-surface adsorbed diOH[6]Hel by the element specific XPS 

measurements of the O1s core level shifts (Figure 2). XP spectrum of the multilayer shows a 

single O1s peak 533.4 eV, reflecting the same chemical environment of hydroxyl groups4,5,6,7 

(green, Figure 2). The width of the peak is slightly bigger, as one would expect on the basis of 

resolution (1 eV FWHM), and reaches 1.4 eV FWHM due to intermolecular hydrogen bonds2. At 

submonolayer coverage the O1s spectra contain two peaks, first peak at 532.7 eV corresponding 

to hydroxyl-group2,3,5 (green) and the second peak at 530.8 eV corresponds to ketone-group2,3,5,6 

(red). Appearance of the second peak evidences a partial dehydrogenation of the molecule to 

OOH[6]Hel in the sub-ML case promoted by the direct contact with the substrate2,4,8. Upon Co-

adatom supply, a single O1s peak is observed at 530.9 eV. Thus the molecule is completely 

dehydrogenated and metal coordinated Co(OO[6]Hel)3. All the XPS peaks positions and 

comparison with the literature values are summarised in Table 1.  

 

Figure 2 XPS of O1s core level analysis for multilayer diOH[6]Hel, sub-monolayer and sub-monolayer in the 

presence of Co adatoms. Green curve reflects the hydroxyl-group and red curve keton-group. See main text for more 

details. 

 

STM images (all images taken with typical tunneling parameters, 6 pA, +- 500 mV) of enantiopure 

(P)-diOH[6]Hel in submonolayer coverage on Ag(111) substrate show a trimeric arrangement. 

Single trimers are consisting of three hydrogen bonded molecules (Fig. 2c) and are distributed on 

the distance from each other reflecting rather repulsive interactions. At closer look, molecules 

appear in STM images slightly elongated and oval shaped, resulting in homochiral trimers, as 

highlighted in Fig 3b.  

 

Sample Literature Experiment  

Hydroxyl 

Multilayer 533.54 / 533.65,6 / 533.87 533.4 

Sub-ML 532.63,5 / 532.82 532.7 

Ketone 

Sub-ML 530.32 / 530.93 / 531.26 /531.45 530.8 

Sub-ML + Co - 530.9 

Table 1 Summarizing comparison of experimental XPS O1s 

peak positions to literature values. 
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Figure 3 Self-assembly of (P)-diOH[6]Hel on Ag(111) depends on the type of the intermolecular interactions. (a) 

Deposition of diOH[6]Hel on Ag(111) at RT renders partial dehydrogenation and results in H-bonded structures 

OOH[6]Hel; Overview of the assembly (50 x 50 nm2). (b) Single trimer has a chiral orientation, marked by green 

arrow (5 x 5 nm2). (c) Molecular model of the intermolecular H-bonding arrangement. (d) Adding of Co-adatoms 

promotes dehydrogenation of OOH[6]Hel into OO[6]Hel and formation of metal coordinated complex 

Co(OO[6]Hel)3. Upon subsequent annealing, triple-trimers are dominating the assembly (50 x 50 nm2). (e) Chirality 

transfer from single trimers towards the triple-trimer (5 x 5 nm2). (f) Molecular model of the intermolecular 

arrangement with complex intermolecular interactions: metal coordination and vdW forces. 

 

After addition of Co adatoms and subsequent annealing of the very same sample, the dominating 

assembly is changed from trimers to ‘trimer of trimers’. In XPS we observe a chemical 

modification of molecule, i.e. full dehydrogenation and metal coordination. The dimensions of 

the single trimers are also increased with the switch of the bonding motif: regular a = b = c = 0.58 

nm vs. a = 0.56 nm, b = 0.68 nm, c = 0.71 nm (centre of molecule to centre of molecule according 

to dotted purple line), for H-bond vs metal coordination, respectively, and 1.5 nm in-between the 

trimers of Co(OO[6]Hel)3 (dotted blue line). The resulting metal coordinated trimers are attracted 

by vdW interactions (to be checked), demonstrating an interesting interplay of strong metal-

coordination beside weak attractive forces (see model, Fig. 2c). Being helical and flexible,1 

helicene molecules are able to bind to a central Co-adatom from all sides, resulting in octahedral 

configuration (6 binding sites: 2 sites for each molecule). This octahedral binding configuration 

is thereby yielding the overall chirality of the single trimers. The chirality of the contained single 

trimmers is the same as in the hydrogen bonded case, however, the overall chirality of the 

assembly is in the opposite directions.  
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Hydrogen bonded samples are not exclusively covered with trimers, as depicted in Fig. 4a, but 

consist on average by 10% of tetrameric assemblies as well (see  Fig. 4b). These tetramers are 

same loosely bound (see SI as how easily both assemblies can be modified by STM tip), and 

express interestingly the same chirality as the same enantiopure trimers. 

 

Figure 4 Samples are predominantly, but not exclusively covered with trimers. A small amount of tetramers is present 

in co-existence, --- the same.  

 

As shown so far, deposition of enantiopure (P)-diOH[6]Hel on Ag(111) results exclusively into 

clockwise oriented chiral hydrogen bonded assemblies, whereas the resulting Co-coordinated 

super trimers are exclusively in anticlockwise chirality. This behavior is exactly reproducible in 

the similar reversed way for enantiopure (M)-diOH[6]Hel, where the hydrogen bonded assemblies 

are exclusively anticlockwise and the coordinated assemblies exclusively clockwise oriented. 

Upon racemic mixture of both types,  molecules show narcissistic behavior. Fig 5a displays two 

trimers of hydrogen bonded OOH[6]Hel/Ag(111), one bearing clockwise, the other anticlockwise 

chirality. This shown both handednesses of molecules don’t intermix. Same separation is also 

seen in the coordinated case, where again both conformations coexist.  

 

Figure 5 Racemic mixtures sort in their enantiopure assemblies, in both a) the hydrogen bounded case, and b) the 

coordinated case. 
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Conclusion  
 

During this thesis, we wanted to explore to which extent the investigation of complex 3D 

assemblies, and hierarchical 2D assemblies, can be facilitated by breaking down their 

dimensionality. To do so, we present the unique approach of employing the very same molecules 

in a direct on-surface vs. in-solution comparison. Are we still able to draw conclusions if we 

investigate the simplified 2D self-assembly and are we able to extrapolate this result to 3D? Will 

the substrate, introduced as dimension-reducing agent, be a curse of a blessing?  

To tackle these questions, a new terpyridine molecule has been designed, allowing for 

planar 2D spreading by use of its divergent positioning of the N atoms -- in contrast to the usual 

chelating 2,2':6',2''-terpyridine. In a first experiment, the first self-assembly investigation of such 

functionalized 4,2':6',4''-terpyridines at the solid-vacuum interphase is presented. Thereby we 

reveal the availability of additional coordination sites as compared to the in-solution case. 

Additionally, the influence of the substrate, non-existing in solution experiments, has been shown 

by changing the bonding motif from hydrogen bonded to metal coordinated. Thereby the 

molecules are pulled down towards the surface, and orient along the herringbone surface 

reconstruction on Au(111).  

In a second experiment, we report deeper understanding of tuning of the on-surface 

assembly of 4,2':6',4''-terpyridines, by either changing the functionalization or by applying 

external stimuli. Even smallest changes of the molecules lead to drastic assembly changes, as well 

as titration of Cu adatoms provided from the substrate by heat. This is compared to 3D X-ray 

crystallographic data where assembly changes are mostly related to the used Cu-salts and the way 

these bridge neighboring molecules including the influence of the counterions and solvents. This 

greatly drives the geometry of the connecting nodes and the interactions between the 2D sheets. 

The last chapter follows the same principle, but in another concept. This time we 

investigate the 2D hierarchical growth of complexes, from the single building block. More 

precisely, we track the propagation of chirality upon different changes of the self-assembly. Due 

to its great flexibility, helicene molecules are predestinated for these experiments. With proper 

choice of functionalization they allow for both, hydrogen bonding and metal coordination, as well 

as a coordination-van der Waals mixed assembly, each preserving a well-defined handedness, 

determined by the individual molecules.  
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In conclusion, in the case of the 2D on-surface chirality transfer we are able to directly 

relate the handedness of the multi-stage processed assembly to the individual building block 

molecule, even including all intermediate steps. While changing the medium from vacuum to in-

solution however, the assembly-guiding parameters also change significantly. Having some 

specific rules being true for both cases, in-solution and at the solid-vacuum interphase (like 

NHimidazole
 … Ntpy hydrogen bonding outperforming NHimidazole

 … Nimidazole), others differ quite 

significantly (like the presence of additional coordination sites on-surface, giving rise to new 

assembly possibilities). Furthermore, even though the usage of the very same molecules and the 

presence of 2D sheets in all cases, the strong fixation of the metal coordination nodes to the metal 

substrate vs. the 3D freedom of solvents and counterions significantly alters the self-assembly.  
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